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ED HARCOURT
BEYOND THE END
THE POINT OF DEPARTURE, OUT NOW

Singer-songwriter/piano  
man’s instrumental debut.
Alongside his own solo career, for the 
past 10 years Ed Harcourt has lurked 
behind the music of other recording 
artists, writing for the likes of Paloma 
Faith, Marianne Faithfull and James 
Bay, exerting a steady influence on  
our musical landscape and allowing, 
perhaps, more experimentation in  
his own work. This year brings his 
debut instrumental record. Piano-led,  
with enough room for strings, it has  
a stillness and soft delight, there in the 
contemplative Duet For Ghosts and 
For My Mother, and a faintly dour 
Warren Ellis-like tone to tracks such  
as Beneath the Brine, Empress Of  
The Lake. It’s an album that shows  
the breadth of Harcourt’s talent, 
certainly, but you can’t help but miss 
the warm burr of his voice. ★★★
LAURA BARTON
Listen To: Beneath The Brine |  
For My Mother | Duet For Ghosts 

EYEDRESS
SENSITIVE G
LEX, OUT NOW 

Post-punk anthems shrouded  
in anxious fug.
Eyedress is Idris Vicuña, a Filipino 
songwriter of dreamy indie, lo-fi rap 
and, on this fourth album, nocturnal 
bedroom-pop. His is the mildew-y 
sound of self-doubt festering in dark 
rooms: vocals processed to a wisp  
and buried beneath swarming guitars 
and synths that linger like a blue funk. 
When he’s not playing anxiety bingo 
here (“Sometimes I don’t wanna exist/
This world is sexist/Too many fascists/
Homophobics/I’m claustrophobic,”  
he riffs on Xenophobic), songs such as 
Ancient Love, full of churning strums 
and yelps, are both laid-back and 
softly menacing. Aural smog smothers 
many a neat idea, sadly, conjuring the 
post-Deerhunter sound of Brooklyn 
label Captured Tracks. When the dust 
settles, as on the plaintive Baby Girl,  
he sounds more like himself. ★★★
JAZZ MONROE
Listen To: Baby Girl | Ancient Love

JEFF GOLDBLUM &  
THE MILDRED SNITZER 
ORCHESTRA
THE CAPITOL STUDIOS SESSIONS
DECCA, OUT NOW

Big-screen legend releases  
his jazz-inflected debut at 66. 
Alongside his career as Hollywood’s 
go-to-geek, Jeff Goldblum has been  
a semi-professional jazz pianist since 
childhood. For his debut LP, he leads 
his own Blue Note-style lounge band, 
where it’s all swinging like it’s ’62 with 
cool guys and hot broads sinking ice-
cold Martinis – and, for jazz virgins,  
a gateway to the real deal. Opening 
cut Cantaloupe Island, for instance, 
hits the target, even if it’s no match for 
the Herbie Hancock original. But with 
more cabaret material such as Me And 
My Shadow’s louche duet with Sarah 
Silverman, you really wish you’d been 
there first time around. ★★★
MAT SNOW
Listen To: Come On-A-My House | 
Me And My Shadow

FARAI
REBIRTH
BIG DADA, OUT 30 NOVEMBER

Spoken-word artist’s unorthodox 
take on her twin identities.
Created in collaboration with long-
time producer TONE, the first LP 
from Zimbabwe-born, London-based 
musician/poet Farai makes for a 
startling listen. A collection of loose, 
disorderly post-punk, it matches its 
maker’s boisterous vocal with 
industrial synths, motorik drums and 
creeping bass, while simultaneously 
drawing on her African heritage.  
The latter is reflected in Farai’s 
dramatic voice: her accent runs the 
gamut between Cockney twang and 
southern African drawl. Yet the lyrics 
served by this cleverly disconcerting 
sound make less sense, mainly 
consisting of bizarre non sequiturs 
and random references that, for  
all the adventure here, struggle to 
convey much meaning. ★★★ 
RACHEL AROESTI
Listen To: Talula | Love Disease | 
Radiant Child

TOMMY GENESIS
TOMMY GENESIS 
DOWNTOWN, OUT NOW

Risqué rap wears a bit thin on 
Canadian’s self-titled second.
As you might expect from a self-
proclaimed “fetish rapper”, Tommy 
Genesis’s output is overtly raunchy – 
her second album doesn’t so  
much dabble in innuendo as shout  
about sex from the rooftops. The 
disconcerting combination of panting, 
orgasmic moaning and lyrics that 
fixate on the mechanics of Genesis’s 
favourite hobby result in a strain of 
erotica that feels both eye-wateringly 
explicit and blandly repetitive.  
For those who aren’t sex-mad 
teenagers (presumably Genesis’s 
target market), it’s the eclectic 
production that saves the day: the 
rapper’s silky flow is complemented 
by everything from reggaeton 
rhythms and psychedelic freak-outs 
to trap beats, buffering synths  
and ambient guitar riffs. ★★★ 
RACHEL AROESTI 
Listen To: Rainbow | Tommy 

MIYA FOLICK
PREMONITIONS
TERRIBLE, OUT NOW

LA singer bares both her teeth 
and songwriting chops.
Miya Folick has been one of LA’s 
most compelling performers over 
the past three years, casting spells 
over audiences with her boundless 

falsetto and nakedly vulnerable 
lyrics. Premonitions doesn’t stray 
far from the sound of her prior two 
EPs, which were rooted in folk, 
grunge and pop melody – but it’s  
her most immediate collection of 
songs yet, veering from the opulent 
questioning of the title track and the 
self-realisation of Cost Your Love to 
the urgency of Deadbody, which is a 

fitting anthem for the hellscape  
of institutionalised misogyny.  
Every song here is an exquisitely 
constructed, shimmering pop gem, 
and jam-packed with Folick’s unique 
perspective and clarion voice.  
A special thing. ★★★★
EVE BARLOW
Listen To: Thingamajig | 
Deadbody | Stock Image

Miya Folick: buoyed by  
her four-star review.


